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Abstract: Although there is a growing interest in identifying the variables that enhance student school
adjustment, there is a lack of understanding of the mechanisms involved in it during adolescence.
Despite there being works that confirm the positive relationship between school climate and academic
performance, it is still unresolved which of the more specific aspects of climate are linked to this
performance, as well as the degree to which an individual variable such as resilience can play a
mediating role between both; these unknown factors constitute the objective of this study. A total of
731 students (mean age, Mage = 15.20 years; Standard Deviation, SD = 1.62) from the Basque Country
participated; they completed the PACE-33 -school climate scale-, the CD-RISC10 -resilience scale-
and the EBAE-10 -perceived academic performance subscale-. The full mediation model and the
partial mediation model were tested. The results show that the model of choice is that of partial
mediation: the resilience mediates the relationship between two specific aspects of the school climate
(peer relationship and teachers’ ability to motivate) and perceived academic performance, and a third
specific aspect (teachers’ expectations) has a direct relationship with perceived academic performance.
These findings highlight the importance of attending to variables specific to the context in which the
subject interacts, with the role of the teacher being especially important, in addition to promoting the
development of resilience, due to the weight it has on the perception that students have about their
school performance.

Keywords: school climate; resilience; perceived academic performance; adolescence

1. Introduction

Modern-day society is immersed in a process of constant transformation, with numer-
ous social, cultural, economic, political and technological changes taking place in a short
space of time. These changes and the needs derived from them constantly generate new
challenges and oblige schools to adopt a dynamic of ongoing transformation, assessment
and adaptation [1–3]. In addition to the classic tasks of transmitting, reconstructing and de-
veloping knowledge, schools must now also fulfil other functions. Among these functions
are socialising students, instilling in them values and healthy habits, helping them construct
their individual awareness and develop the abilities and learning strategies they will need
to adapt to and cope with the different situations they will face throughout their lives [4,5].
Although these tasks are not the sole remit of the educational field and are shared also by
other social institutions, tradition has always and continues to attach an increasing degree
of responsibility to schools in this undertaking [3]. In light of this, among the most pressing
concerns today in the field of psychoeducational research is how to gain greater insight
into the phenomenon of school adjustment, of which perceived academic performance
is a fundamental variable. This is performed by measuring contextual variables such as
school climate, paying special attention to adolescent students’ strengths, such as resilience,
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which help them cope with the school context. Among the principal aims of the research
conducted in this field is to improve the current situation of the education system and
prevent dropout [6–8].

1.1. School Climate and Perceived Academic Performance

Among the indexes of school adjustment that has been studied most widely over
the years is academic performance. This construct is usually defined as the level of
knowledge demonstrated by the student in a specific area or subject in comparison with
the standard for their age and academic level [9,10]. However, performance can also
encompass qualitative information based on self-perceived assessments [6,11]. This is
the conceptual basis used in the present study. Regardless of the theoretical perspective,
performance is considered a multidimensional construct [12] determined by cognitive,
motivational, socio-environmental and pedagogic or methodological elements [13].

Furthermore, among the principal contextual variables linked to school adjustment is
school climate; many different studies have found that a positive school climate is asso-
ciated with multiple satisfactory results for students, at both a cognitive and an affective
level [14]. Cognitive outcomes include stronger motivation [15] and commitment to aca-
demic activities [16]; whereas affective ones include a reduction in both stress [17] and
student depression [18], as well as bullying [19,20] and aggression and victimization in
love relationships [21]. Although there is no single widely-accepted definition of the school
climate construct, many recent studies support that proposed by Cohen et al. [22] and the
National School Climate Center [23], who argue that school climate refers to the quality and
nature of school life, and is based on individuals’ perception of their school as informed
by their experiences in it. According to these authors, school climate reflects the school’s
values, aims, rules, habits, interpersonal relationships, teaching and learning practices and
organisational structures. Due to the lack of a single, universally-accepted definition of
school climate, the internal structure of the construct has yet to be clearly established, and
a number of different proposals exist. Nevertheless, recent studies [24,25] have identified
the following nine aspects as being the most important: physical safety, rules, student–
teacher relationships, peer relationships, group cohesion, environmental–structural aspects,
teachers’ ability to motivate, teachers’ expectations and methodological resources. The few
studies that have analysed the relationship between school climate and perceived academic
performance report a significant positive association between the two variables among sec-
ondary school students [26] and those studying for the Spanish Baccalaureate (equivalent
to A levels in the UK and the last two years of high school in the USA) [27]. Furthermore,
the many studies that have examined the relationship between school climate and academic
performance measured in terms of the qualifications obtained by students also corroborate
this association [28–30]. Nevertheless, it is important to note that some studies which have
explored this question in more depth, analysing the relationship between some of the more
relevant aspects of school climate and perceived academic performance, report that not all
aspects have the same impact on the outcome variable [31–33]. To date, however, no study
has jointly analysed the relationship between all nine of the principal aspects of school
climate [24,25] and perceived academic performance.

1.2. Resilience as a Mediator Variable

The psychological variable resilience has been recognised as a relevant factor in both
aspects of adolescents’ psychosocial adjustment, namely, personal wellbeing and school
adjustment [34]. Over recent years, this variable has been the object of much interest in
the field of educational psychology, since it offers a new constructive, positive vision of
human capacity [35]. There is general agreement regarding the affirmation that resilience is
a dynamic development process which encompasses the individual’s positive adaptation
to a context of significant adversity or crisis [36,37]. Thus, resilient people are defined as
those who, despite being immersed in a situation of adversity or exposed to a large number
of risk factors, are able to use the protective factors available to them to overcome their
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circumstances and grow and develop adequately, maturing as competent individuals in
spite of an unfavourable prognosis [38]. Previous studies have shown that the ability to
react to adversity involves a combination or interaction between the attributes of the subject
himself (internal) and those of his social, family and cultural environment (external) that
help him to overcome risk and adversity in a constructive manner [39]. The relationship
between positive school climate and resilience has been amply documented over the years.
Many studies have reported that students with a favourable perception of school climate
are more resilient than those who view the climate at their school in a negative light [40–42].
Nevertheless, very few studies have explored the relationship between resilience and the
specific aspects of school climate [43,44], some of which have been taken into consideration
individually, but not jointly.

The relationship between resilience and perceived academic performance has also
received very little attention. Of the few studies which have explored this association, one
conducted with a population of young immigrants found that those who believed they were
doing well at school scored significantly higher for resilience [45], and another [46] found
that resilience predicted perceived academic performance among university students, both
directly and indirectly through coping. Similarly, Rodríguez-Fernández et al. [47] found a
relationship between resilience and perceived academic performance which was mediated
by subjective wellbeing and school engagement.

Previous research has also highlighted the fact that resilience is a psychosocial con-
struct that acts as a potential mediator between different variables [48–50]. Evidence
indicates that resilience mediates the relationship between the psychological variables
psychological wellbeing and mental health and academic performance [51], as well as the
association between various sociodemographic factors and academic performance [52,53].

1.3. The Present Study

Although, as shown above, there is a large body of evidence indicating a positive
pairwise relationship between school climate, resilience and perceived academic perfor-
mance, the nature of the simultaneous association among all three has yet to be determined.
Furthermore, the relationship between the most relevant aspects of school climate and both
resilience and perceived academic performance is not yet established. Thus, the aim of the
present study is to analyse the relationship between the most important specific aspects
of school climate and perceived academic performance, and to explore the mediating role
played by resilience in this association. To this end, we tested two mediation models and
we compared their fits: a full mediation model (M1) and a partial mediation model (M2)
(Figure 1).
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The initial sample comprised 756 students from 8 schools in the Basque Country
(Spain): 6 of those schools were public and the other 2 were semi-private (private with
some state funding). After eliminating those cases in which participants rated less than
10% of the items, along with those giving inconsistent answers and those with an atypical
response pattern, the final sample comprised 731 students from compulsory secondary
education (known as ESO in Spain) and the Spanish Baccalaureate (equivalent to A-levels
in the UK and the final two years of high school in the USA). Participants were aged
between 12 and 19 years (Mage = 15.20 years, SD = 1.62). Of the total, 370 (50.62%) were
girls and 361 (49.38%) boys, with the groups being considered evenly balanced (χ2 = 0.128,
p > 0.05); in terms of school year, 223 (30.51%) were in the first two years of ESO at the
time of the study, 360 (49.25%) were in the final two years of ESO and 148 (20.24%) were
studying for the Spanish Baccalaureate. A convenience sampling method was used.
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2.2. Measurement Instruments

School climate, understood as students’ perception of the climate at their school, was
assessed using the PACE-33 scale [24,25]. This scale offers 5 response options ranging from
1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) and comprises 33 items (29 direct and 4 inverse)
grouped into nine subscales: physical safety (e.g., “At my school there are students who
get into fights”); rules (e.g., “My school has clear rules”); student–teacher relationships
(e.g., ”At my school there are teachers whom I can talk to about any problems I may be
having”); peer relationships (e.g., ”I feel comfortable talking to my classmates about my
problems”); group cohesion (e.g., “Everyone in my class helps and looks after each other”);
environmental–structural aspects (e.g., ”My classroom is well lit”); teachers’ ability to moti-
vate (e.g., ”Our teachers manage to get us interested in classwork”); teachers’ expectations
(e.g., ”Our teachers expect us to work hard”); and methodological resources (e.g., ”I think
the materials we use in class are interesting”). The confirmatory factor analysis carried out
on this instrument reveals that the underlying factor structure is the one of nine correlated
factors [25]. In the present study, the nine subscales had adequate internal consistency
reliability coefficients: physical safety (α = 0.832, ω = 0.833, ρ = 0.838), rules (α = 0.833,
ω = 0.828, ρ = 0.829), student–teacher relationships (α = 0.828,ω = 0.818, ρ = 0.819), peer re-
lationships (α = 0.864,ω = 0.865, ρ = 0.865), group cohesion (α = 0.853,ω = 0.853, ρ = 0.854),
environmental–structural aspects (α = 0.701, ω = 0.698, ρ = 0.720), teachers’ ability to
motivate (α = 0.913, ω = 0.908, ρ = 0.908), teachers’ expectations (α = 0.790, ω = 0.798,
ρ = 0.806) and methodological resources (α = 0.802,ω = 0.806, ρ = 0.808).

Resilience was measured using the Spanish adaptation [54] of the CDRISC-10 [55],
which is a reduced version of the 25-item CD-RISC by Connor and Davidson [56] that pro-
vides an overall measure of resilience. The CDRISC-10 has a 5-point Likert-type response
scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree) and comprises 10 items from the
original scale (numbered as 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 17 and 19). The internal consistency
reliability coefficients for this study were: α = 0.825;ω = 0.816; ρ = 0.826.

Participants’ perceived academic performance was assessed using the academic
performance subscale of the Brief School Adjustment Scale (EBAE-10) by Moral-de-la-
Rubia et al. [57]. This subscale comprises 3 items (”I think I’m a good student”, ”I enjoy
doing my school work” and ”I get good grades”) with 6 response options (totally disagree,
disagree, slightly disagree, slightly agree, agree, totally agree) and is designed to measure
students’ perceptions about their self-efficacy, enjoyment of school work and grades. The
internal consistency reliability coefficients obtained in the present study were adequate:
α= 0.700,ω = 0.708, ρ = 0.738.

2.3. Procedure

First, 35 schools were selected by means of a purposive sampling technique based on
availability. Of these, 8 agreed to participate in the study. Since the study involved minors,
after obtaining authorisation from the participating schools, students’ legal guardians
were contacted to request their informed consent using a document specifically compiled
for this purpose. To guarantee uniform completion, the measurement instruments were
administered simultaneously to all students in each class during class time. Data collection
lasted approximately 35 min in each class and was supervised by two of the authors of
this paper, who facilitated the process and clarified any doubts. Steps were taken to avoid
threats to the validity of the results. Firstly, the single blind criterion was used to prevent
students from knowing the purpose of the study; and secondly, with the aim of reducing
social desirability bias and insincere responses, respondents were assured that participation
was voluntary and that their answers would be completely anonymous.

2.4. Data Analysis

Two statistical programs were used in this study. The SPSS v.25 (IBM Corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA) [58] was used for the prior data analyses, as well as for the descriptive
and correlational analyses; the EQS v.6.2 (Multivariate Software, Encino, CA, USA) [59]
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was used in the prior analyses to assess Mardia’s standardised coefficient of kurtosis and
to estimate the proposed structural equations models.

First of all, the preliminary analyses identified 23 participants who had failed to
respond to at least 10% of the items and/or had strange or inconsistent response patterns.
Next, missing values were analysed. Once we had verified that the number of missing
values did not exceed 5% of the total data analysed, and that the pattern of missing values
was random, said values were imputed using the linear trend point estimation method.
Next, two cases with atypical values were identified using the anomaly detection procedure.
Finally, before continuing with the analysis procedure, the data were tested for multivariate
normal distribution. Since the value obtained for Mardia’s standardised coefficient of
kurtosis (37.79) exceeded the cut-off value of 3 suggested by Bentler and Wu [60], it was
not possible to assume that the data used in this study approached multivariate normal
distribution.

As regards the data analysis process, first, descriptive and correlational analyses were
conducted of the different variables using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Although the
items are not continuous variables, they were rated on a 5 point scale and had approxi-
mately normal distributions, two conditions necessary for using Pearson’s product-moment
correlation matrix [61]. Second, both the measurement model itself and the two proposed
mediation models were tested, using in both cases the robust maximum likelihood method,
since we had previously found that the data did not have a normal multivariate dis-
tribution [60]. The fit of the models was assessed using the following robust indexes:
Satorra–Bentler chi-squared (SBχ2); Satorra–Bentler chi-squared/degrees of freedom ratio
(SBχ2/df ), in which a score of 2.00–3.00 or lower indicates a good fit [62]; Comparative
Fit Index (CFI), Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) and Normed Fit Index (NFI), in which
values of over 0.90 are deemed acceptable [63]; Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
(RMSEA) and its respective 90% confidence interval, in which values of under 0.06 indicate
optimum fit [64]. We also used the Wald test to check that all the specified relationships
were significant, since it is not enough for these models to have adequate fit values; rather,
all relationships must also be significant [65].

To compare the proposed mediation models, we used the change value in the Satorra–
Bentler chi-squared index (∆SBχ2) and the Akaike information criterion (AIC). In order for
the two models tested to be considered statistically different, the p-valor associated with
the differences test between the Satorra–Bentler chi-squared indexes must reveal a value of
below 0.05 and the difference between the AIC values must be greater than 10, with the
model with the lowest value in this index being deemed to have the best fit [66].

Finally, we assessed the fit of the best fitting mediation model solely with the specific
relationships which were found significant, and the regression coefficients of that model
were analysed individually.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations between the Study Variables

Table 1 shows the results obtained in the Pearson correlation analysis and the analysis
of means and standard deviations of the study variables.

As shown in the Table 1, the vast majority of variables correlated significantly and
positively with each other. However, the physical safety variable correlated negatively
with rules, teacher-student relationships, peer relationships, teachers’ expectations and
perceived academic performance, although these correlations were not significant. Addi-
tionally, peer relationships did not correlate significantly with perceived academic perfor-
mance.
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Table 1. Bivariate correlations, means and standard deviations of the study variables.

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Safety 1
−0.060 −0.014 0.045 0.195 ** 0.086 * −0.081 * −0.056 −0.086 * 0.083 * −0.020
0.107 0.696 0.226 0.000 0.020 0.028 0.132 0.020 0.025 0.598

Rules 1
0.458 ** 0.128 ** 0.089 * 0.344 ** 0.329 ** 0.337 ** 0.293 ** 0.096 ** 0.224 **

0.000 0.001 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000

Stud–teach 1
0.147 ** 0.132 ** 0.344 ** 0.555 ** 0.395 ** 0.487 ** 0.182 ** 0.266 **

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Peer 1
0.409 ** 0.108 ** 0.102 ** 0.079 * 0.079 * 0.215 ** 0.063

0.000 0.004 0.006 0.032 0.034 0.000 0.089

Cohesion 1
0.217 ** 0.193 ** 0.148 ** 0.199 ** 0.102 ** 0.115 **

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.002

Envi–stru 1
0.283 ** 0.267 ** 0.300 ** 0.160 ** 0.215 **

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Motivation 1
0.401 ** 0.636 ** 0.184 ** 0.330 **

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Expectations 1
0.371 ** 0.106 ** 0.249 **

0.000 0.004 0.000

Resources 1
0.123 ** 0.313 **

0.001 0.000

Resilience 1
0.216 **

0.000
Performance 1

Mean 3.051 3.822 3.203 3.951 3.643 3.532 2.753 3.798 2.727 3.486 3.760
SD 0.921 0.819 0.924 0.816 0.783 0.717 0.967 0.771 0.840 0.692 0.966

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01. Safety = Physical safety; Stud–teach = Student–teacher relationships; Peer = Peer relationships; Cohesion = Group
cohesion; Envi–stru = Environmental–structural aspects; Motivation = Teachers’ ability to motivate; Expectations = Teachers’ expectations;
Resources = Methodological resources; Performance = Perceived academic performance; SD = Standard Deviation.

3.2. Measurement Model

The measurement model included 11 latent variables: the nine most relevant as-
pects of school climate, resilience and perceived academic performance. In all cases,
the indicators were the items of the scales administered. The analysis of the measure-
ment model revealed an acceptable fit: SBχ2/df (851) = 1692.464, p < 0.05; SBχ2/df = 1.989;
RMSEA(90%) = 0.037(0.034, 0.039); NFI = 0.868; NNFI = 0.921; CFI = 0.929. Moreover, all factor
loadings of the indicators pertaining to the latent variables were significant (p < 0.01),
implying that all latent factors were correctly represented by their indicators.

3.3. Analysis of the Proposed Theoretical Models

In order to verify the relationships between the variables included in the study, the
overall fit was estimated for the two theoretical models tested. First, the full mediation
model (M1) was tested, followed by the partial mediation one (M2).

The goodness-of-fit indexes obtained revealed that both models were consistent with
the data (Table 2). Nevertheless, the Chi-square independence test (χ2

(9) = 39.666, p < 0.05)
indicated significant differences between them. This was further corroborated by the
AIC index, which indicated a difference of greater than 10 between the two models;
consequently, it is possible to conclude that M2 is the most parsimonious model.

An individual analysis of the M2 regression coefficients revealed that many of the nine
most relevant aspects of school climate failed to attain significance level (p < 0.01) with
resilience and perceived academic performance (Table 3). A third model was, therefore,
estimated, taking into consideration only those regressions which were found to be sig-
nificant: (1) the association between the specific aspects peer relationships and teachers’
ability to motivate and perceived academic performance, mediated by resilience; (2) the
direct relationship between teachers’ expectations and perceived academic performance;
(3) the associations among three aspects of school climate (peer relationships, teachers’
ability to motivate and teachers’ expectations) (Figure 2). It was then verified that this
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third model was consistent with the data: SBχ2
(182) = 538.299, p < 0.05; SBχ2/df = 2.958;

RMSEA(90%) = 0.052(0.047, 0.057); NFI = 0.903; NNFI = 0.923; CFI = 0.933.

Table 2. Goodness-of-fit indexes for the full and partial mediation models.

Indexes M1 M2 ∆M1–M2

χ2(df ) 1988.335(860) 1934.283(851)
SBχ2(df ) 1736.226(860) ** 1692.487(851) **
SBχ2/df 2.019 1.989

NFI 0.864 0.868
NNFI 0.919 0.921
CFI 0.926 0.929

RMSEA(CI90%) 0.037(0.035, 0.040) 0.037(0.034, 0.039)
AIC 16.226 −9.513

∆SBχ2(∆df ) 39.666(9) **
Note: ** p < 0.01; M1 = full mediation model; M2 = partial mediation model.

Table 3. Standardised regression coefficients of the partial mediation model (M2).

Direct Effects Standardised
Beta

Physical safety→ Resilience 0.087
Norms→ Resilience −0.042
Student–teacher relationships→ Resilience 0.090
Peer relationships→ Resilience 0.199 **
Group cohesion→ Resilience −0.089
Environmental–structural aspects→ Resilience 0.072
Teachers’ ability to motivate→ Resilience 0.174 *
Teachers’ expectations→ Resilience −0.010
Methodological resources→ Resilience −0.045
Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.259 **
Physical safety→ Perceived academic performance 0.011
Norms→ Perceived academic performance 0.066
Student–teacher relationships→ Perceived academic performance 0.039
Peer relationships→ Perceived academic performance 0.021
Group cohesion→ Perceived academic performance 0.039
Environmental–structural aspects→ Perceived academic performance 0.067
Teachers’ ability to motivate→ Perceived academic performance 0.075
Teachers’ expectations→ Perceived academic performance 0.136 *
Methodological resources→ Perceived academic performance 0.083

Indirect Effects Standardised
Beta

Physical safety→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.022
Norms→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance −0.011
Student–teacher relationships→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.023
Peer relationships→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.052 *
Group cohesion→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance −0.023
Environmental–structural aspects→ Resilience→ Perceived academic
performance 0.019

Teachers’ ability to motivate→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.045 *
Teachers’ expectations→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance −0.003
Methodological resources→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance −0.012

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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3.4. Standardised Regression Coefficients of the Final Model

The M3 regression coefficients revealed that all the proposed pathways, both direct
and indirect, attained statistical significance at p < 0.01 (Table 4).

Table 4. Standardised regression coefficients of the final model (M3).

Direct Effects Standardised
Beta

Peer relationships→ Resilience 0.170 **
Teachers’ ability to motivate→ Resilience 0.183 **
Teachers’ expectations→ Perceived academic performance 0.241 **
Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.285 **

Indirect Effects Standardised
Beta

Peer relationships Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.048 **
Teachers’ ability to motivate→ Resilience→ Perceived academic performance 0.052 **

Note: ** p < 0.01; R2 (Resilience) = 0.069; R2 (Perceived academic performance) = 0.153.

The specific aspects of peer relationships and teachers’ ability to motivate were found
to have an indirect relationship with perceived academic performance through resilience,
and this variable and the specific aspect teachers’ expectations had a direct relationship
with the outcome variable.

Teachers’ expectations and, alongside resilience as a mediator variable, peer relation-
ships and teachers’ ability to motivate were found to explain 15.3% of perceived academic
performance. In turn, peer relationships and teachers’ ability to motivate were found to
explain 6.9% of resilience.

4. Discussion

This study sought to explore and determine the relations between the most relevant
aspects of school climate and perceived academic performance, and to analyse the medi-
ating role that resilience has in this association, with the aim of filling an existing gap in
the literature. The fact that different variables were studied simultaneously reflects the
complex personal–contextual interactions that foster wellbeing, and this is the path we
should follow if we wish to move towards a more comprehensive explanation of adolescent
behaviour [67,68].

Unlike previous studies that confirm the relationship between school climate and
perceived academic performance [26,27], this study goes deeper into this relation and
details which specific aspect of school climate has a direct relationship with perceived
academic performance and which ones maintain an indirect relationship with this resulting
variable through resilience. On the one hand, the results obtained reveal that teachers’ ex-
pectations of students’ work and interest are not only linked to real academic performance,
as demonstrated by previous studies [31,33,69], but are also associated with students’ own
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perceptions of their academic performance. This confirms the relationship between teachers’
expectations and academic performance, regardless of how the latter variable is measured.
On the other hand, they show that resilience mediates the association between two spe-
cific aspects of school climate and perceived academic performance. This is consistent
with that reported by other studies which found that resilience mediates between diverse
sociodemographic variables and academic performance [52,53]. In this study, resilience
was found to mediate the association between perceived academic performance and the
specific aspects peer relationships and teachers’ ability to motivate. This supports the idea
that students who perceive their relationships with their peers as positive are more likely
to report greater resilience [43,44,70]. It also corroborates the theory that students who are
motivated by their teachers can tap into their own resilience and develop attitudes that
foster successful learning [71].

It is interesting to note that the specific aspect of student–teacher relationships was
not found to be either directly or indirectly associated with perceived academic perfor-
mance through resilience. This is surprising since previous studies have observed that
the relationships teachers maintain with their students have a strong influence on both
resilience [43,44,70] and academic performance [32,72]. This fact may be explained by the
use of different types of measuring instruments for the assessment of the same variable;
while in this study a self-report was used to assess the students’ perception of their perfor-
mance, in previous works, they use the grades assigned by the teachers. Wang et al. [73],
for example, found that the different types of measurement instruments used (e.g., external
observation versus self-report survey) to assess classroom climate influence the strength
of associations between climate and adolescent outcomes. The results of this this study
should, therefore, be compared with those obtained by future research aiming to anal-
yse the relationship between the most relevant aspects of school climate and academic
performance measured through self-reports.

The findings of this study will enable the design and implementation of interventions
to improve perceived academic performance focusing on the specific aspects of school
climate that have been shown to have a relationship with it, with the ultimate aim of
improving school adjustment.

Despite the important contribution made by the present study, it is not without
its limitations. First, although the ex post facto research design used enables relational
hypotheses to be generated and explored, it does not permit the establishment of causal
relationships. In other words, the structural equations analyses carried out in the present
study enable the correlations observed between the variables at a single moment in time to
be used to determine the statistical feasibility of the hypothesised causal relationships [74],
but do not allow causal relationships themselves to be established. Consequently, future
research should seek to explore the causal relationships between the study variables, using,
for example, longitudinal or experimental designs. Moreover, future research may also
wish to verify the results obtained here using complementary data collection methods, such
as personal interviews with students or observation scales. It would also be interesting for
future studies to replicate this one using other mediator variables which may influence the
relationship between the most relevant aspects of school climate and perceived academic
performance. On the one hand, school climate has been shown to be associated with,
among other things, motivation [15], psychological wellbeing [75,76] and self-esteem [77].
On the other hand, perceived academic performance has been linked to perceived support
and school engagement [7] and coping [46]. Thus, motivation, psychological wellbeing,
school engagement, perceived support and coping may mediate the relationship between
the specific aspects of school climate and perceived academic performance.

5. Conclusions

The present study has both theoretical and practical implications. At a theoretical
level, it corroborates other studies which claim that resilience mediates between numerous
different variables [48,49,51–53], and represents an important step forward in the identifica-
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tion of the specific aspects of school climate that are directly or indirectly related (through
resilience) to perceived academic performance, and therefore, to school adjustment. This is
important because, although different studies have documented the relationship between
school climate and perceived academic performance [26,27], to date, none have clarified
which specific aspects of this construct are significantly associated (either directly or indi-
rectly through other variables) with students’ perceptions of their own performance. At a
practical level, knowing which specific aspects of school climate are positively associated
with perceived academic performance will help schools foster training programmes aimed
at raising teachers’ awareness of the importance of motivating and having high expec-
tations of students. It will also encourage them to engage in educational interventions
designed to improve students’ peer relationships and resilience, which has been shown
to be an ability [78] and, therefore, something which can potentially be developed and
improved. These interventions will also enable longitudinal studies to be carried out to
analyse the causal relationships which exist between the variables contemplated here (the
nine principal aspects of school climate, resilience and perceived academic performance),
as opposed to the cross-sectional approach adopted in this study.
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